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The aim of this thesis research is to develop a unified communication paradigm
that provides an end-to-end bursting model across heterogeneous realms. This
model generates end-to-end bursts, thereby eliminating edge node burst assembly
and its effect on TCP performance. Simulation models are developed in ns-2 to
validate this work by comparing it with edge burst assembly on OBS networks.
Analysis shows improved end-to-end performance for a variety of burst sizes, time-
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The demand for a high-speed networking has grown tremendously over the last
decade, which has led to the research and deployment of high-speed optical back-
bone networks. At the same time, the demand for untethered access has lead to
increasing research and deployment of wireless access networks. The wireless and
optical network technologies have fundamentally different characteristics. The
aim of this thesis is to develop a framework to integrate networks with heteroge-
neous technologies providing a unified paradigm for end-to-end communication.
A new end-to-end bursting architecture is proposed to achieve this goal.
1.2 Motivation
The motivation for this thesis is the vision of an emerging network world,
which has moved from the wired access domain to untethered wireless access.
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One of the main problems that arises due to these differences is the impact on
transport layer performance, which provides the incentive for developing a unified
end-to-end communication paradigm across heterogeneous realms.
1.3 Research Contributions
This thesis aims at providing a unified end-to-end communication model, in
which the transport layer at the end systems determine the end-to-end data trans-
mission characteristics over wireless and optical realms. Listed below are the
contributions of this thesis research.
• develop an end-to-end bursting model to match application layer require-
ments
• develop a multi-realm simulation model for a unified communication paradigm
• analyze transmission control protocol (TCP) performance over heteroge-
neous wireless and optical realms
The first and foremost work of this thesis is to implement a simulation model
of a heterogeneous network [3–6] with wireless access and an optical backbone.
The access and the core network constitute individual realms [7] with distinct
infrastructure. The individual realms, when joined together to form a network,
cause performance problems due to the differences in their underlying technologies.
This research effort is to reduce the effects that arise due to these technology
differences by employing an unified end-to-end communication framework.
A realm is a group of nodes that share a common subnetwork technology and
mechanism such as wired or wireless. The heterogenity at the realm boundary
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may cause a number of performance problems. The aim of this research is that
a smooth transition at heterogeneous realm boundaries with end-to-end bursting
of transmission improves overall performance of the system.
The examples of realms that are considered in this thesis are optical burst
swithed, and wireless (802.11). The first step in this approach is to model hetero-
geneous realms with appropriate and with edge gateways to communicate with
other realms. Once each realm has been modeled, a new end-to-end inter-realm
paradigm is designed and modeled that enables efficient data transition at the
realm boundaries.
1.4 Organization of the Thesis
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides a broad review
of heterogeneous networks, particularly of optical and wireless subnetwork realms
and their interaction with the transport layer. Emphasis is placed on the perfor-
mance of TCP over such networks under different scenarios. Chapter 3 considers
the edge node burst assembly problem and its effects on TCP performance and
proposes a new end-to-end bursting architecture and simulation model. Chapter 4
discusses simulation implementations for the various scenarios proposed in Chap-
ter 3. Chapter 5 provides analysis and outlines the results obtained from these
simulation models. Finally, Chapter 6 discusses the conclusions drawn from this




Background and Related Work
This chapter provides background on the related work that has been done
in the field of heterogeneous optical and wireless networking, starting with Sec-
tion 2.1 describing individual network characteristics and how they differ from
one another and the problems in their integration. Section 2.2 explains the dif-
ferent optical switching paradigms with emphasis on the architecture design of
optical burst switched networks (OBS). Section 2.3 discusses the characteristics
of wireless access network architecture and provides a brief overview of IEEE
802.11. Section 2.4 summarizes the basic operation of TCP and its flow con-
trol and congestion control mechanisms. Section 2.5 explains the performance
problems of TCP on OBS networks due to the burst assembly and disassembly
process. Finally, the disadvantages of the current implementations are described,
which provides the basis for this thesis.
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2.1 Introduction to Heterogeneous Networks
The global internet consists of core and access networks. The core networks
aggregate traffic and transfers data between the edges over high-speed switches.
Access networks allows users to connect to the high-speed core. The core net-
work consists mainly of optical network technology with link rates of 10-40 Gb/s
per wavelength, using synchronous optical networking (SONET) and increasingly
Metro Ethernet. The backbone links transmit data in the optical domain with
optical-to-electrical (O/E) conversion at the edge. The access network consists of
wired or wireless links including 802.3 Ethernet, 802.11 wireless LAN (local area
network) [8], 802.16 wireless MAN (metropolitan area network) [9] links, which
provide users with a means to connect to the high-speed backbone. The recent
802.11n standard supports data rates in excess of 100 Mb/s. The combination of
wireless access connected to the high-speed optical core form the heterogeneous
networks, that are the topic of this thesis.
2.1.1 Characteristics of Wireless and Optical Networks
There exist many challenges when we interconnect two heterogeneus subnet-
works having entirely different properties. In particular, the optical and wireless
network realms posses dissimilar properties so interconnecting them provides a
rough boundary at the edge. Table 2.1 shows the difference between the two
realms. A detailed overview of each characteristic is necessary to understand the
boundary effects between the two technologies.
• Switching paradigm: The wireless access networks are generally packet switched
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Table 2.1. Characteristics of wireless and optical realms
Characteristic Wireless Realm Optical Realm
switching paradigm packet circuit
bandwidth limited high
distance latency low high
queuing delay high low
bandwidth-×-delay product low high
link reliability weak/episodic high
mobility high none
available power limited abundant
based on IP (Internet Protocol) [10]. On the other hand optical networks
are circuit switched networks. Circuit switching is required due to the slow
switching time of optical switch elements (e.g. micro-electro-mechanical sys-
tems [MEMS]).
• Bandwidth: Wireless link bandwidth is constrained due to the limited spec-
trum allocation as in the industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) radio bands.
The bandwidth is further constrained due to the need for multiple users to
share the medium. Wireless access rates typically vary from 2 Mb/s to 100
Mb/s depending on the technology such as 802.11 and 802.16. The access
bandwidth is also limited by channel characteristics such as noise, interfer-
ence and attenuation [11]. On the other hand, optical networks consist of
a space division mesh consisting of point-to-point links with the capacity of
the order of 10 Gb/s to 40 Gb/s per wavelength.
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• Latency due to distance: Wireless links generally have low latency due to
the short distance in access network. Optical backbone links deployed in
long-haul wide area networks have high latency due to the speed of light
delay.
• Queuing delay : Optical networks generally have low queuing delay as they
are circuit switched networks without significant internal queuing. The wire-
less access networks may have high queuing delay that is dependent on the
traffic in the network and the channel conditions.
• Bandwidth-×-delay product : The bandwidth-×-delay product [12] is the
product of link capacity and edge-to-edge delay, which is the number of
bits in flight in the network. Long-haul optical networks generally have high
bandwidth-×-delay product and are referred to as long fat networks (LFN).
This product is an important performance metric for TCP performance.
• Link reliability : Wireless network connectivity may be weak and episodic, as
there are many factors that affect the performance of the links such as noise,
interference and mobility. Optical links are engineered to be highly reliable
with forward error correction (FEC) using amplifiers and regenerators, and
are relatively immune to noise and interference.
• Mobility : Wireless nodes may be mobile in nature to allow untethered use.
This relative mobility results in dynamic topology and traffic conditions,
and can impact connectivity. Optical fiber links are stationary resulting in
a static topology.
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• Available Power : Optical links have abundant power as they are connected
directly to the power grid. Untethered wireless nodes require a battery that
provides limited power supply.
2.2 Optical Core Networks
Optical networks evolved from research on the possibility of transmitting light
through an optical waveguide. The first waveguide was a silica-based fiber made
as a multimode fiber [1]. The multi-mode fibers suffer intermodal dispersion due
to the delay in arrival time of the different reflection modes, requiring regenerators
at frequent intervals. Single-mode fibers were later introduced permitting higher
data rates over longer distances. Optical networks consist of high bandwidth
point-to-point links, but at the edge of the link the signals are converted from
optical to electrical for switching.
Much of the processing time and power consumption on these networks are
due to the optical-electrical O/E converters at the interface to electronic switches,
resulting in research leading to the introduction of all-optical networks [1]. Optical
switching provides such a solution by directing the traffic to the appropriate egress
switch without optical-electrical-optical (OEO) converters.
2.2.1 Switching Paradigms
Current optical networks use optical circuit switching (OCS). Recently, optical
burst switching (OBS) has been proposed, with some researchers pursuing optical
packet switching (OPS).
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2.2.1.1 Optical Circuit Switching
Optical circuit switching is a paradigm that evolved from the optical-electrical-
optical (OEO) based networks with electronic switches, to all-optical networks
with wavelength routed networks. This switching operates on a three state basis
which involves circuit setup, data transfer and circuit teardown.
All optical circuit switching reserves a light path along the transmission path
through all the switches involved in transmission. Light path circuits are perma-
nently provisioned, but may also be signaled with setup and teardown messages.
2.2.1.2 Optical Packet Switching:
Optical packet switching (OPS) is a potential futuristic per packet switching
technology. The major advantages of OPS would be bandwidth efficiency, flex-
ibility and functionality [1]. Wavelength routed networks provides a granularity
of one wavelength, so data streams smaller than this results in inefficient link
utilization which can be offset avoided by aggregating multiple flows.
OPS would solve this problem by providing greater granularity by using smaller
size packets transmitted optically with headers that are processed either optically
or electronically. The main problem arises here are due to the nature of optics
which does not provide any random access memory (RAM) equivalent to buffer the
data in optical domain. The queuing in optical domain are done using FDL (fiber
delay lines) by delaying the packet on a fiber loop to provide time to process the
header. Secondly, OPS would require switching rates much faster than possible
with current switching elements. These two fundamental problems makes OPS
a dream which would become reality only with significant innovations in optical
10
hardware technology.
2.2.1.3 Optical Burst Switching
Optical burst switching (OBS) [13–17] is a paradigm that evolved as a interme-
diate bridging technology between OCS and OPS with some of the advantages of
each. OBS has the ability to transmit bursts of packets across the network, which
makes it a viable option for future Internet transport. This switching paradigm
is still evolving and has not yet seen commercial deployment. Some of the char-
acteristic properties of OBS include:
• Bandwidth utilization: Bandwidth utilization is better in OBS than OCS
networks as they multiplex bursts from multiple flows on each lightpath,
which is not the case in OCS which requires dedicated light path.
• One way fast reservation: The reservation of channels is made by transmit-
ting a control packet which does not generate an ACK for reservation. The
offset time used in separating the control packet from the subsequent data
burst eliminates the need for buffering.
• Setup latency: The setup latency is less in OBS than OCS since it has a
one-way fast reservation and does not require the setup and tear down of
light path as in OCS.
• Switching granularity: OBS provides a granularity in between that of OPS
and OCS by transfering data in the form of bursts, which are a set of data
packets combined to produce a frame transmitted over the optical links.
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• Separating data and control information: Control information is transmitted
out-of-band or in-band with respect to wavelength depending on the OBS
signalling type but separated from the data.
• Traffic adaptability: OBS can adapt relatively well to bursty traffic as it can
multiplex the incoming traffic at the ingress switch.
2.2.2 Optical Burst Switching Architecture
The OBS [13] network consists of a group of edge and core nodes. The edge
nodes perform routing, burst assembly and sorting of data packets. The core nodes
switch the bursts to the receiving edge nodes as shown in Figure 2.1. The edge
node that accepts traffic from other subnetworks is called the ingress edge and
the edge node that delivers traffic to other subnetworks is called the egress edge.
The architecture of the ingress edge switch is depicted in Figure 2.2 containing
Figure 2.1. OBS network architecture
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three essential modules: the burst assembler [18], routing module, and scheduler.
The routing module selects the specific burst assembler module depending on
the destination of the packet. Once the burst assembler is chosen, it frames the
packets into bursts as shown in Figure 2.3. Each packet class has a distinct queue
in the assembly unit in which the packet gets queued to be formed as a burst.
Figure 2.2. Architecture of edge node [1]
The ingress edge is also responsible for sending the burst header packet (BHP)
that provides the advance control information about the burst. This control packet
is initiated by the ingress edge node and passed on to the receiving edge for
wavelength reservation. The ingress edge then transmits the burst after an offset
time without waiting for an acknowledgement.
The receiving edge node receives the burst and sends it to the burst disas-
sembler, which disassembles the burst into packets that are sent to the receiving
13
Figure 2.3. Burst aggregation at edge node
subnetwork. The burst disassembly process is depicted in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4. Burst segregation at receiving edge node
The core nodes of the OBS network consist of two planes, the control plane
and the data plane. The control plane processes and forwards signaling control
information. The data plane is responsible for transferring data from the input
ports to the output ports of the switching fabric. The architecture of the core
node is illustrated in Figure 2.5. When the burst reaches a core node, the node
demultiplexes the control information and sends it to the control plane where
the information in the control packets are processed by converting it into an
electrical signal through an O/E converter and sent to the data channel scheduler.
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Depending upon the nature of channel requirement of the burst, the scheduler
assigns a channel to the burst and the control information is sent back in optical
format with new headers, which may differ from older header information that
was in the packet at the ingress port, such as the offset time that depends on the
contention at the node depending on the current traffic.
Figure 2.5. Architecture of core switch node [1]
The data burst remains in the optical domain and is switched to the output
ports by the switching fabric using the data channel scheduler. If fiber delay lines
(FDL) are used they can assist in resolving contention without which there may be
burst loss, since the burst may be sent only after the control packet is processed.
2.2.2.1 Signaling
The OBS network signaling diagram is shown below in Figure 2.6. The diagram
shows the source (ingress) edge node and the receiving (egress) edge node as S and
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D, with the intermediate relaying core nodes as N1 and N2 switching the traffic.
Whenever the source node S is ready to transmit a burst, it sends a control packet
which forms the wavelength reservation setup. On receiving this signal from the
ingress edge, the core node processes the BHP and sets up a wavelength to send
the signal to the next hop node for its setup. This process is continued until the
destination is reached. The source transmits the data burst with the initial offset
time equal to T
(min)
offset . This offset is changed on each relaying node depending upon
the network conditions. The data bursts are delayed using fiber delay lines (FDL)
until the control BHP packet is processed and a channel assignment is made that
is governed by the Tproc BHP processing time. Once the burst passes through the
output port of the node, the channel is released.
Figure 2.6. Signaling in OBS networks
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From Figure 2.6 we see that the signaling mechanism is governed by the timers
that assure proper transport of the burst. These three important parameters are
the minimum offset time Toffset, BHP processing time Tproc, and optical switching
time TOXC. The configuration of initial offset time should be made such that the
burst reaches the receiver with the suitable offset time after the BHP packet is
processed, using the Equation 2.1:
T
(min)
offset = nTproc + TOXC (2.1)
where T
(min)
offset is the minimum offset time between the BHP control packet and
the first bit of the burst to reach a receiving node, n is the number of nodes in
the path including the ingress and the egress nodes, and Tproc is the BHP control
packet processing time taken by a node. TOXC is the delay for a node to configure
its switching fabric, once the command from the scheduler is received, to transmit
the first bit of the burst from the input ports to the output ports.
2.3 Wireless Access Networks
The wireless local area network (WLAN) has many advantages over conven-
tional wired access, the most important of which is to enable untethered operation
and mobility. This comes at the cost of bandwidth and reliability, due to the
properties of the wireless channel that include noise, interference, distortion, and
fading. Wireless access networks are primarily deployed as WLANs and WMAN
(wireless metropolitan area network). 802.11 is the standard for WLANs and is
therefore used as the basis for the simulations in this thesis. The 802.11 standard
specifies the physical and MAC layers.
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2.3.1 802.11 Access Networks
802.11 is the standard for local-area wireless access. It comprises of two layers:
the physical layer and medium acces control (MAC) layer which also provides
link-layer framing. The physical layer uses a number of coding techniques and the
direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) modulation techniques depending on the
variant in use (e.g. 802.11g or 802.11n).
The 802.11 medium access control (MAC) layer provides reliable transfer of
data by implementing link-layer ARQ (automatic repeat request) acknowledge-
ments and retransmissions. Thus, 802.11 marks the effects of moderately unreali-
able channels. Contention is resolved using carrier sense multiple access/collision
avoidance (CSMA/CA).
In the 802.11 distributed coordination function (DCF), the source senses the
medium, and if the medium remains idle for a DCF interframe sequence (DIFS)
interval, the source accesses the medium. If the medium is busy to access, the
source backs off randomly to a value within the contention window. To improve
fairness and starvation, the back-off timer values are set low for nodes that waited
for long times.
802.11 wireless networks operate in two modes: infrastructure and ad hoc
mode. In infrastructure mode, all communication is a single hop from the wireless
node to an access point connected to the Internet. In ad hoc mode, multiple hops
are needed, requiring a routing protocol.
18
2.3.2 Transport Layer Protocols and Issues
The transport layer is responsible for end-to-end transmission of messages.
It is also responsible for flow control and error control of the end-to-end data
transmission. The transport layer can operate in two modes: connectionless mode
and connection-oriented. Connectionless mode is useful when reliable transmission
is not required and it eliminates the overhead of connection management. User
datagram protocol (UDP) [19] provides this transport layer service in the Internet.
Connection-oriented mode provides a reliable service end-to-end ensuring proper
transmission of messages. Transmission control protocol (TCP) [2] is the reliable
transport protocol for the Internet. A breif overview of these two protocols is
presented below.
2.3.2.1 User Datagram Protocol
UDP is a connectionless transport layer protocol offering unreliable end-to-end
transport service with minimal control overhead. The characteristic features of
UDP protocol include:
• no connection establishment
• higher goodput due to less overhead
• no congestion control
• unordered delivery of packets to the application layer
• no handshaking involved between source and destination
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Figure 2.3.2.1 shows the UDP segment format with which the protocol trans-
mits the data. The header consists of five fields: the source port that specifies the
data originating port, the destination port specifying the destination to which the
segment is sent, the length of the segment and the checksum value that permits
the receiver to check the integrity of the data.
Figure 2.7. UDP segment
2.3.2.2 Transmission Control Protocol
TCP provides a connection-oriented reliable service. TCP uses a three way
handshake between the source and the receiver by which a connection is estab-
lished. As shown in the Figure 2.8, the source sends a synchronization (SYN)
segment initiating a connection to the destination. On obtaining the SYN, the
receiver replies with an acknowledgement (ACK) to the source. The source then
acknowledges the destination and data segments can be transmitted.
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Figure 2.8. Three way TCP handshaking [2]
Some of the significant features of TCP include:
• connection oriented protocol
• point-to-point transmission of data
• end-to-end reliability for data delivery
• explicit connection start and teardown (SYN/FIN)
• congestion control and flow control mechanisms add more reliability
21
2.4 Flow Control and Congestion Control in TCP
Two important mechanisms which affect heterogeneous networks while using
TCP protocols are flow control and congestion control [20–22]. When segments
are assumed lost, TCP waits for one round trip time (RTT) before sending again.
Estimation of RTT is very important and affects directly the performance of TCP.
The RTT is computed using the formula given by Equation 2.2. Error Control
in TCP is based on byte sequence number, retransmission time out (RTO) and
acknowledgements. TCP uses the RTT to set the retransmission timers before
retransmitting the segment. The timer expiration is caused if the ACK is not
received, which is considered to be packet loss by the sender.
RTTnew = α×RTTold + (1− α)×New Sample (2.2)
Congestion control in TCP is an additive-increase and multiplicative-decrease
(AIMD) process by which the window size is adjusted to affect the throughput
based on network conditions. The window size used for flow control is a minimum
value between congestion window and receiver advertised window size. The win-
dow size starts from one data segment or a particular initial value and is increased
exponentially upon the receipt of every successful ACK until the transmission pipe
is full. This increase in window size is known as slow start and the estimation
on capacity of the pipe is called slow-start threshold. Upon reaching the pipe
bandwidth, the sender goes in to a congestion avoidance phase where the window
size is increased by one segment upon every round trip time.
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2.5 TCP Performance on OBS networks
The performance of transport protocols in OBS (optical burst switching) net-
works has been researched. There are a number of research papers investigating
shortcomings of TCP over OBS. TCP performance is affected mainly by the three
reasons discussed in [23]: packet drops, end-to-end delay changes, and throughput
changes. Some of the major parameters affecting the performance of TCP over
OBS networks [15,23–26] are burst size, burst timeout, and fiber delay lines, burst
switching affects the transport layer performance due to the burst assembly delay
at the edge node [23]. If λ is the arrival rate and B is the maximum burst size
at the edge node, then the average bursting time is B/λ. For low arrival rates
the bursts are generated using timeouts. Therefore, assembling the packets is an
essential aspect when using TCP. A number of algorithms have been proposed
to determine how packets are assembled in OBS network using TCP [27]. Two
significant algorithms have been proposed to define the assembly of packets in
OBS networks: fixed assembly period (FAP) [28] and adaptive assembly period
(AAP) [28]:
• FAP: A simple general method by which a fixed assembly period AP is
defined at the edge node, and works well under uniform traffic conditions.
• AAP: If the traffic is bursty as in the case of TCP, the FAP algorithm does
not take into account the traffic to form the burst which leads the way to
AAP based assembly. The AAP assembles the burst depending on the traffic
conditions by varying the burst size adaptively with respect to the traffic.
It has been shown that the performance of FAP is poor due to the large
assembly period and delay for data segments and ACKs resulting in a poor per-
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formance [24]. As the number of connections into the ingress edge increases the
performance of the network also is better. Better performance is reported with
the AAP mechanism with higher goodput given a sufficient number of TCP con-
nections. However, both mechanisms perform poorly when the arrival rate is low
and with a low number of TCP connections. This shows the inability of TCP
to drive itself when there aren’t enough TCP inputs to the edge nodes to assist
in rapid burst formation. The main aim of this thesis topic is to eliminate this
shortcoming by employing a new bursting methodology.













Where MSS is the maximum segment size in bits, RTT is the round trip time,
and b is the number of packets acknowledged. The RTT is defined as
RTT = 2× (Tassembly +Nhops × Thop + Tdisassembly) (2.4)
where Tassembly and Tdisassembly are the assembly and the disassembly times at the
OBS edge node, Thop is the propagation delay on each link, and Nhops is the
number of links.
The performance of TCP also depends on the burst loss in the network,
which throttles the sender rate by the congestion control mechanism. Increas-
ing the burst size might solve this problem, as fewer bursts are generated to be
dropped [23].
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In summary, the performance reported in prior work consists of two main
effects: delay penalties and correlation benefit. The delay penalties reduce the
transmission rate of a TCP connection proportional to the ratio between the
burstification period and RTT. High correlation benefit is obtained using high-
rate sources since burst loss and gain occur in a single congestion window.
2.6 TCP Issues over Heterogeneous Networks
TCP increasingly must cope with different transmission technologies and medi-
ums due to the heterogeneity of today’s Internet, which uses optical, satellite,
wired, and wireless links for transmission of data. These technologies contain in-
herent differences such as bandwidth, delay and loss causing a variety of issues
to which TCP must react. Most of the literature about TCP considers single
subnetwork technologies rather than providing a realistic scenario of the Internet
containing dissimilar subnetwork types [3, 29, 30]. Unlike the fiber optical back-
bone, wireless links frequently have high bit error rate (BER) due to channel
characteristics and impairments. The connection between two wireless nodes may
be weak and episodic, which can stall TCP and cause connections to time out.
Link asymmetry is another factor that causes packet losses in TCP due to the
ACK compression and selfclocking nature of TCP.
The future scenario of TCP over OBS and wireless hybrid networks has been
discussed in [31]. The RTT of the network depends upon the burst manager
configuration consisting of burst timeout (BTO) and burst size. The BTO is a
dominant parameter when the traffic load is light, since the bursts are generated
only when it expires. On the other hand, the burst size is a dominant parameter
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when the load on the ingress edge is high. The performance of TCP depends upon
burst loss and the link loss due to the optical and wireless links. The modeling
of the network should be done with attenuation to the wireless links since most
errors are caused due to the wireless links.
2.6.1 Parameters governing TCP Performance over OBS
OBS network operations depend on different parameters which affects the
transport layer performance. The parameters are classified into two categories:
end-to-end and hop-by-hop.
2.6.1.1 End-to-End Network Parameters
The end-to-end network parameters include maximum burst size, burst time-
out, offset time and burst header packet (BHP) processing time. While maximum
burst size provides the amount of data required to form a single burst at the
ingress edge, the burst timeout is the minimum amount of time a node waits for
the burst to form. The offset time is the time between the BHP packet arriving
at the core node and the first bit of the data burst being received. The BHP
processing time is the time taken for a node to process the BHP and reserve a
wavelength for subsequently arriving data burst. These parameters govern the
performance across the network.
2.6.1.2 Hop-by-hop Network Parameters
The hop-by-hop network parameters consist of the bandwidth of the data and
control channels and number of data and control channels for each link. Thus, the




This chapter explains in detail the proposed solution to the problem of TCP
performance in heterogeneous networks with low traffic arrival rates. Section 3.1
provides an introduction and Section 3.2 the end-to-end approach for enhancing
TCP performance. In Section 3.3 the architecture of the proposed solution is
described. Section 3.4 describes the network and node model that will be used to
simulate the proposed solution.
3.1 Introduction and Problem Statement
In this thesis we use the concept of realms [7] that are introduced by the
postmodern internet (PoMo) architecture. Realms consist of nodes that share
common network layer properties, as well as trust and policy. Communications
between realms are made through the inter-realm gateway. In this thesis, wireless
access and OBS (optical burst switching) core realm models are developed for
next generation Internet architecture. An important aspect of this approach is
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to develop an unified end-to-end communication mechanism that can match the
requirements of the application layer as in applcation layer framing (ALF) [32].
Using this approach, the nodes in the wireless realms will be able to construct
bursts based on the application layer requirement that are transmitted end-to-end
through the OBS core.
This section provides the functional overview of the end-to-end communication
paradigm that addresses the disadvantages of current implementations discussed
in the previous sections. Detail on its components and architectural design are
provided, followed by a discussion on advantages and issues with this approach.
With the current implementations, when dissimilar realms are interconnected,
such as wireless access and OBS core networks, the wireless nodes will send IP
packets to the wireless gateway connected to the edge router of the backbone.
The ingress gateway queue the packets and forward them to the edge node for
burst and assembly. At the egress edge router, the burst is debursted and the IP
packets are sent to the egress gateway.
Such implementations suffer from improper synchronization of TCP and OBS
parameters as discussed in Chapter 2. We propose a better structure for integrat-
ing such networks, which requires modifications to the architecture of both access
and core networks to provide better end-to-end transport.
3.2 End-to-End Inter-Realm Bursting
The end-to-end inter-realm bursting mechanism is developed to unify the
transport layer communications across realms. Some of the advantages of this
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model are:
• elimination of burst aggregation and disaggregation at optical edge node
• better control over TCP congestion control and cwnd sizes
• elimination of ACK self clocking problems by forming the burst at the edge
nodes
The burst assembly process includes transmitting burst from the source wire-
less node with a maximum transmission unit (MTU) based on the application layer
requirement. By doing so, the burst aggregation and desegregation is eliminated
at the optical realm edge nodes.
3.3 End-to-End Bursting Architecture
Figure 3.1 depicts the bursting mechanism performed by the edge nodes in
OBS networks. TCP at the source frames the segments and sends them to the
network layer to route them to the next hop neighbor. The network layer performs
this operation using the underlying link layer. The link layer establishes a logical
connection with the neighbor and a physical connection using the physical layer.
The packet gets relayed until it reaches the edge router of the OBS backbone.
The ingress edge node, frames the bursts and switches them through the core
switch fabric to the egress edge node. The egress edge debursts into the original
packets, which are then transmitted to the receiving wireless node through the
access technology. On the reverse link, the ACKs are transmitted back from the
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Figure 3.1. Edge bursting model
receiver to the source node, which enables TCP to maintain steady transmission
rate. The burst switching at the OBS backbone is governed by the burst size and
BTO (burst timeout) configured at the ingress edge router and the offset time
between control and data packet configured by the edge router and transmitted
appropriately through the core switch fabric, as described in Chapter 2.
In this model, the optical backbone network performs the burst generation
at the edge router. Neither the source nor the destination node has any control
over the rate of transmission of data in the core and is entirely dependent on
the backbone network configurations. To obtain more control over the data being
sent,we propose that burst assembly should be done at the end system rather than
at the edge router as shown in Figure 3.2. In this case, the transport layer frames
jumbogram segments that are transmitted end-to-end from the access network to
the backbone and vice versa.
This, the process of bursting is moved to the end system, and the access-
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network jumbogram segment is directly transferred into the optical backbone as
an equivalent burst. Therefore the burst ans deburst blocks are not present at
the OBS edge nodes. Note that the other functionality such as BHP and offset
processing still must occur.
Figure 3.2. End-to-end bursting model
3.4 End-to-End Unified Bursting Model
In this section, we describe the end-to-end bursting model that will be used
to simulate the proposed architecture.
3.4.1 Optical Backbone Network
The OBS network model [17] is modified to simulate the proposed solution
such that the optical ingress edge does not do burst aggregation, but still converts
the packets into the optical bursts generating the BHP (burst header packet)
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necessary for transmission in the OBS core network. The burst assembly and
disassembly delays are removed from the edge nodes and are moved to the source
and destination TCP processing. The modified model is shown in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3. Edge node architecture
3.4.2 Wireless Access Network
The 802.11 wireless access network consists of nodes with the ability to burst
end-to-end from source to destination access networks. The nodes operate in ei-
ther infrastructure or ad hoc connectivity mode. The wireless node transport
layer architecture is modified to obtain a bigger burst packet generated at the
source [33]. Once the transport layer obtains the information, packets are burst ac-
cordingly. Figure 3.4 shows the wireless node model with the maximum segment
size (MSS) adaptation implemented at the transport layer. The components and
their functionalities are now explained. Wireless Channel : In untethered wireless
networks, the nodes communicate among themselves using the wireless channels.
The channel conditions depend upon various factors such as attenuation, inter-
ference, fading and topology characteristics, which determine the communication
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Figure 3.4. Wireless node architecture
process. The channel component is a shared medium, requiring medium access
control. Depending upon the error model on the channel, the number of packets
received is varied to simulate bit error rate (BER) characteristics of the channel.
Wireless PHY : The wireless physical layer (PHY) model provides the ability
to decode a packet with respect to the radio propagation model and the channel
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strength.
Radio Propagation Model : Alternatives for the radio propagation of the chan-
nel include free-space, two-ray ground, and shadow for multipath fading effects.
The free space model can be used during the absence of any reflections, governed
by the formula:
Pr =
Pt Gt Gr λ
2
(4 pi d)2 × L
(3.1)
where Pr is the received power at the receiver, Pt is the transmitted power at the
source, Gt and Gr are antenna gains of the transmitter and the receiver, λ is the
wavelength, d is the distance at which the received power is computed, and L is
the system loss. The two ray ground model considers two paths: direct line of
sight (LOS) path and one reflected, given by the formula:
Pr =





(4 pi d)2 × L
(3.2)
where ht and hr are the heights of the transmit and receive antennas respec-
tively.
802.11 MAC : The MAC (medium access control) layer of the wireless node
takes the burst generated at the transport layer encapsulated in a link layer frame
and transmits it over the wireless channel to the neighboring node. In the reverse
direction, it receives the packet and sends the payload to the link layer for fur-
ther processing. The MAC layer also notifies the routing protocol about the link
strength and failures.
Link Layer and ARP : When the link layer receives a packet from the network
layer, it sends an address resolution protocol (ARP) request to obtain the MAC
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address of the next hop node to which the packet is sent. After ARP resolution,
the network layer packet is encapsulated into a frame and put on the interface
queue (IFQ). If a frame is received from the MAC layer, it checks for the packet
type. If it is an IP packet, it is sent to the dispatcher, otherwise it is sent to ARP.
The ARP block maintains an ARP table that contains the required mapping
between IP address and the corresponding MAC address necessary for 802.11.
Routing Agent : The routing agent is a part of the network layer that makes
the decisions for the packet to reach the destination node. In this model we use
DSDV routing [34], as will be described in Chapter 4.
Adaptive MSS Generator : The adaptive maximum segment size (MSS) deter-
mines the size of the burst to be generated. The jumbogram bursts are generated
at the end systems such that they are equal to the burst size configured at the
OBS edge node, so that the edge node does not wait for BTO (burst timeout)
before transmitting.
TCP Transport Layer : The transport protocol of the wireless node is either





This chapter describes the simulation implementations of the conventional edge
bursting and the proposed end-to-end bursting model. The scenarios considered
for different simulation runs are explained in detail. A detailed description of the
simulation environment is given in Section 4.1. The simulation setup for the edge
bursting model and end-to-end bursting model is presented in Section 4.2 and
Section 4.3 respectively.
4.1 Introduction to Simulation Environment
All simulation scenarios are based on the wireless-optical model, where the
access for end users is wireless and the backbone is optical. The objective is
to analyze how these fundamentally different technologies perform when they
interact with each other. Hence, the simulation scenarios are targeted towards
studying the differences between the two realms. The overall objective is to select
an efficient bursting mechanism for the wireless-optical network.
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The simulation models are developed using ns-2 [36] simulator, version 2.28.
The stock version is modified by adding OBS (optical burst switching) mod-
ule [31,37] and patches to increase the TCP maximum segment size (MSS) [33,38].
The topology consists of a 1500 m × 1500 m area with two identical wireless
realms, each consisting of 10 wireless nodes interconnected by an optical realm, as
shown in Figure 4.1. Designated base stations act as gateways to access wireless
realms from the optical backbone and vice versa. The simulated optical realm uses
conventional circuit switching and has a ring topology consisting of edge routers
and core switches. The edge routers are the nodes that are connected to the core
switch fabric, which assemble and schedule data packets across the core fabric
to the receiving edge node. The core fabric consists of high-speed switches that
switch traffic across the edges. The designated gateway, connected directly to the
edge routers of the wired backbone, translates data packets between the realms.
The simulation scenarios include varying propagation delays in the optical net-
work representing different backbone networks (from local area network (LAN) to
intercontinental wide area network (IWAN) type optical links). The propagation
delay thus, varies from a microsecond to a second.
Figure 4.1. Heterogeneous realm model
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Optical wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) network simulator (OWNS) [37]
modeled optical link is used for optical simulations. The wireless realm is modeled
using traditional 802.11b MAC and physical interface with hierarchichal address-
ing and droptail interface. Both ad hoc and infrastructure mode of operations in
the wireless access network is simulated.
The performance of this heterogeneous network is evaluated for varying, trans-
port protocols (UDP and TCP variants) and applications (CBR (constant bit
rate), FTP (file transfer protocol)) [39]. The analysis is based on performance
measures, such as goodput,and end-to-end delay.The simulations are repeated for
both edge and end-to-end bursting.
The tool command language (TCL) scripts for the ns-2 simulator are generated
with matrix laboratory (MATLAB) script generator using design parameters as
shown in the Figure 4.2. Each simulation scenario is repeated 10 times to obtain
the average value. The simulated output trace files are post processed using
principal extraction language (PERL) scripts to obtain throughput, delay and
goodput data that is finally plotted using MATLAB.
4.2 Edge Node Bursting Model
For edge bursting model, he OBS realm gateways are assumed to have large
memory buffers and high processing power to process network traffic at a rate
of several gigabits/second. The wireless gateway is connected to the subnet of
the optical edge node. This gateway then relays the traffic to the destination
node in the wireless realm over a single hop or multi hops depending upon the
location of the destination node. The routing protocol in the wireless realm is
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Figure 4.2. Implementation process diagram
destination sequenced distance vector (DSDV). Hierarchical addressing/routing
schemes are used to attach the wireless nodes to their corresponding gateways.
The addressing scheme, as shown in Figure 4.4 similar to IP address has a 3
level heirarchy: Domain.Cluster.NodeID, where the domain defines wireless or
optical domain, the cluster represents a group of nodes within the given domain
and the node id is the address of an individual node.
In this simulation model the conventional burst assembly and disassembly is
done at the optical edge nodes. The wireless access network transmits its data
as 1 KB packets which are aggregated at the edge nodes according to the burst
manager configuration. The burst manager sets the burst size and burst timeout
value at the edge node, that determines the nature of the burst generated. In
the simulation model, the burst size is configured at 64 KB with burst timeout
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varying from 1 ms to 1 s. This simulation scenario is shown in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3. Heterogeneous network with rate adaptation at the
gateway
The simulation scenario is run for 50 times to obtain the statistical confidence
intervals. All data packets destined towards a given edge are combined in a single
burst. We simulate two types of application for the access network nodes: CBR
and FTP with UDP and TCP Reno as the underlying transport mechanism. The
ingress node aggregates these packets and bursts them to the egress edge through
the core fabric. If the generated traffic from the access network is not sufficient to
fill the burst size, the edge node pads the frame to create the burst and transmits
it upon burst timeout expiration.
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Table 4.1. Parameters governing edge node assembly
Characteristics Methods
burst Mechanism edge node bursting
access network mode infrastructure vs. ad hoc mode
application / transport layer CBR / UDP and FTP / TCP
optical network delays 1 µs to 100 ms
wireless access topology 1500 × 1500 meters
access realm 2 networks with 10 nodes
simulation time 1000 seconds
application run time 500 seconds
queuing droptail
burst size 64 KB
TCP MTU size 1 KB
Figure 4.4. Hierarchical addressing and routing
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For the simulation scenario shown in Figure 4.3, the NAM representation is
shown in Figure 4.5. Table 4.3 lists the different parameters that are used for the
simulation. The performance of this model for varying MTU sizes is evaluated
through goodput and end-to-end delay plots.
Disadvantages
• burst aggregation can lead to increased delay when the burst timeout or
burst size does not match the generated traffic rate
• TCP performance may be affected due to the queuing of SYN-FIN (synchronize-
finish) packets leading to delay in connection establishment
• high core capacity and traffic load demands, higher processing power and
memory at the gateways to assemble and disassemble bursts.
4.3 End-to-End Bursting Model
Modern Internet supports a MTU size of 1500 bytes, which is the traditional
Ethernet frame size. Previous research suggests that high-speed networks require
higher MTU’s to effectively utilize link capacities [33]. The proposed end-to-end
bursting is simulated to compare it against the edge bursting model. Hence,
the simulationparameters, in this case are identical to that of the edge bursting
model, so that meaningful comparisions can be drawn. However, the transport
layer features of the wireless nodes are modified to support end-to-end bursting.
The modifications are made to the MTU size of the TCP segment which was
set to 1 KB in the edge bursting model. The module is tweaked to accommo-
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Figure 4.5. OBS burst simulation screenshot
Figure 4.6. End-to-end bursting model
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date bigger MTU (maximum transmission unit) sizes, so that the bursts can be
transmitted directly from the source nodes. The burst size at the optical edge
node is set to equal the MTU size, so that there is no burst aggregation at the
the edge nodes. Multiple runs were made by simulation paramenter such as, the
burst timeout, MTU size, mode of wireless access, optical network propagation
delay.
Characteristics Methods
burst mechanism end-to-end bursting
access network mode infrastructure vs. ad hoc mode
application / transport layer CBR / UDP and FTP / TCP
optical network delays 1 µs to 100 ms
wireless access topology 1500 × 1500 meters
access realm 2 networks with 10 nodes
simulation time 1000 seconds
application run time 500 seconds
queuing droptail
TCP MTU size 64 KB
The NAM representation of the simulation scenario in Figure 4.6is shown in
Figure 4.7. It also shows a sample TCP burst generated at the end system with
64 KB packet size.
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This chapter presents the performance analysis comparing the proposed end-
to-end bursting solution with the edge bursting mechanisms. The chapter starts
with describing the performance metrics used to analyze the simulation scenarios
in Section 5.1. Plots are provided which compares the goodput, delay and TCP
performances in subsequent sections from Section 5.2 to Section 5.4. The re-
maining sections analyze various performance aspects: throughput in Section 5.2,
delay in Section 5.3, end-to-end TCP performance in Section 5.4, and analysis
with wireless channel errors in Section 5.5. Finally, Section 5.6 summarizes the
impact of end-to-end bursting on TCP performance.
5.1 Metrics and Plots
The simulation results are analyzed for corresponding metrics to understand
the effects of TCP performance using the edge bursting and end-to-end bursting.
Following are the metrics that are used to validate the simulation results obtained
from post processing the traces. Recall that the simulation scenarios are run for
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10 times and averaged to obtain 95% confidence.
Goodput is the rate at which packets successfully received by the application
layer, after re-transmissions, if any have occured [40]. Goodput is calculated using
the following formula:
goodput = (PRX)× Psize/Imeasurement (5.1)
Where PRX is the number of packets received at the receiver per measurement
interval Imeasurement. Psize is the packet size delivered to the application layer at
the receiver.
End-to-End delay is the time taken for a data segment to reach the receiver
from the time instance it was generated at the sender.
TCP sequence plots are used to understand the performance of TCP over
the network, in which the slope of the sequence number plot gives the network
goodput.
5.2 End-to-End Throughput and Goodput
The first set of simulations evaluate the throughput of the proposed end-to-end
bursting. The 802.11 access networks are configured in infrastructure mode and
ad hoc mode to understand the effects of multihop routing on throughput. The
burst size is configured to be 64 KB at the edge nodes and the TCP maximum
transmission unit (MTU) is configured to be 1 KB for edge bursting and equalized
to the 64 KB burst size for end-to-end bursting, to avoid aggregation delay at the
ingress OBS edge. To capture the effect of the optical core delay, propagation
delays ranging from 1 µs to 100 ms are simulated.
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Table 5.1. CBR over UDP for edge and end-to-end bursting
Parameters Configurations
burst mechanism edge vs. end-to-end bursting
access network mode infrastructure vs. ad hoc mode
burst size 64 KB
TCP MTU size 1 KB (edge) or 64 KB (end-to-end)
burst timeout 100 ms
application / transport layer CBR over UDP
optical network delay 1 µs to 100 ms
5.2.1 UDP Throughput
This section explores the throughput of CBR (constant bit rate) traffic over
UDP. Recall that UDP is connection less with no error, flow and congestion con-
trol. Table 5.1 shows the simulations carried out with UDP transport. Through-
put is almost identical in all cases, as shown in Figure 5.1. CBR over UDP protocol
performance performs well since the delay due to burst timers at the OBS edge
do not affect the transmission rate of the source. Thus, the source fills the pipe at
the desired rate at all times resulting in a straight line performance of end-to-end
throughput. The end-to-end bursting protocol also performs equally well, since
the only difference is where the bursts are formed.
5.2.2 TCP Goodput
On the other hand the performance of TCP is governed and scheduled by
timers and the indows used for error, flow, and congestion control. Table 5.2
sows parameters for both end-to-end and edge bursting for FTP over TCP. Small
burst timeout of 1 ms essentially does not aggregate packets at the edge is used
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Figure 5.1. End-to-end throughput plot for UDP
to simulate end-to-end bursting. in conjunction with a 64 KB MTU jumbogram.
Figure 5.2 is plotted for one way propagation delay on the x -axis and application
level goodput on the y-axis. We see that the performance of the edge bursting ap-
proximately matches the performance of end-to-end bursting using infrastructure
mode on the 802.11 wireless access network. But in ad hoc mode, the performance
of edge bursting is lower due to the buffering of 64 KB jumbograms at multiple
hops. The confidence interval for 95% confidence with a propagation delay of 10
µs using end-to-end bursting is ±2.48 Mb/s.
The goodput for end-to-end bursting stays near the 802.11g maximum of 54
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Table 5.2. FTP over TCP with 1 ms BTO
Parameters Values
burst mechanism edge vs. end-to-end bursting
access network mode infrastructure vs. ad hoc mode
burst size 64 KB
TCP MTU size 1 KB (edge) or 64 KB (end-to-end)
burst timeout 1 ms
application / transport layer FTP over TCP
optical network delay 1 µs to 100 ms
Mb/s for propagation delays from 1 µs to 1ms, beyond which it drops to reaching
34 Mb/s for a delay of 10ms. This shows that the only high propagation delays
affect the goodput, and is not a concern for LANs and MANs. In the case of
the edge bursting, the goodput is high when the delay is small and falls off as we
approach MAN latencies due to the delay incurred in queuing and burst assembly
at the ingress edge.
Table 5.3. FTP over TCP with 10 ms BTO
Parameters Configurations
burst mechanism edge vs. end-to-end bursting
access network mode infrastructure vs. ad hoc mode
burst size 64 KB
TCP MTU size 1 KB (edge) or 64 KB (end-to-end)
burst timeout 10 ms
application / transport layer FTP over TCP
optical network delay 1 µs to 100 ms
When the values of BTO (burst timeout) is increased to 10 ms and 100 ms as
shown in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. We see in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 that TCP cannot
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Figure 5.2. TCP goodput with BTO = 1 ms
drive the network to perform better with edge bursting, since more segments must
be aggregated before the timer timesout. This is due to the delay caused by the
ACKs in the reverse path. In the case of end-to-end bursting the performance
is uniformly higher due to the ability of TCP to fill the pipe as discussed in
Section 5.4. The impact of BTO is largely seen on the goodput performance until
the delay of 10−2. Above which the high optical delay at the OBS core reduces
goodput. In end-to-end bursting, goodput reaches maximum, since the TCP is
not dependent on the BTO at the OBS edge node.
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Figure 5.3. TCP goodput with BTO = 10 ms






















Figure 5.4. TCP goodput with BTO = 100 ms
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Table 5.4. FTP over TCP with 100ms BTO
Parameters Configurations
burst mechanism edge vs. end-to-end bursting
access network mode infrastructure vs. ad hoc mode
burst size 64 KB
TCP MTU size 1 KB (edge) or 64 KB (end-to-end)
burst timeout 100 ms
application / transport layer FTP over TCP
optical network delay 1 µs to 100 ms
To understand the relation beteen burst size and timeout with the edge burst-
ing mechanism, the burst size is varied keeping the BTO a constant and the
performance of a single TCP connection is analyzed as shown in the Table 5.5.
Table 5.5. Goodput for different burst sizes over varying BTO
Parameters Configurations
burst mechanism edge bursting
access network mode infrastructure mode
burst size 2 to 64 KB
burst timeout 1 ms, 10 ms
application / transport layer FTP over TCP
optical network delay 1 µs to 100 ms
In Figure 5.5, the goodput is measured with 1 ms to 100 ms BTO and plotted
over varying burst sizes from 1 KB to 64 KB. Goodput of 54 Mb/s is obtained when
minimal or no aggregation occurs at the edge node. When the BTO is increased
to 100 ms, traffic at the ingress edge is insufficient to generate bursts within one
BTO resulting in poor goodput. To analyze better the tradeoff, intermediate BTO
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values of 5 ms and 10 ms are plotted, these curves show an unexpected dip at
burst sizes from 8 to 24 KB. For low burst sizes, goodput depends on burst size.
When the burst size is high, the bursts are triggerred by BTO expiration.


















BTO − 1 ms
BTO − 5 ms
BTO − 10 ms
BTO − 100 ms
Figure 5.5. Burst timer and burst size tradeoff
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5.3 Delay Analysis

























End−to−End − Bsize − 64 KB
End−to−End − Bsize − 32 KB
Edge Bursting
Figure 5.6. End-to-end delay plot BTO = 1 ms
To further understand the performance of different bursting mechanism, end-
to-end delay is plotted for the simulation scenarios, averaged over all packets for
every simulation. Figure 5.6 shows the delay plot for both the bursting mecha-
nisms. The plot shows that the average delay of edge bursting is less than the
delay for end-to-end bursting, which is due to the fact that the plots are not nor-
malized for packet sizes. The edge bursts shows delay for a TCP-MTU packet size
of 1 KB whereas the end-to-end bursting delay is for TCP-MTU of 32 to 64 KB.
The delay increases with the core network propagation delay, across the plot.
From the plots of end-to-end delay the performance of end-to-end bursting
is nearly similar for all values of BTO. Even though we transmit larger bursts
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End−to−End − Bsize − 64 KB
End−to−End − Bsize − 32 KB
Edge Bursting
Figure 5.7. End-to-end delay plot BTO = 10 ms


























End−to−End − Bsize − 64 KB
End−to−End − Bsize − 32 KB
Figure 5.8. End-to-end delay plot BTO = 100 ms
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end-to-end, the delay is higher when compared to transmitting packets with edge
bursting. Therefore, a trade off can be made in choosing the burst size. The plots
show that the delay for a 32 KB MTU is half the delay for 64 KB for 1 ms LANs
and 10 ms MANs.






















Propagation Delay − 100 ms
Propagation Delay − 50 ms
Propagation Delay − 10 ms
Propagation Delay − 1 ms
Figure 5.9. Delay over packet size variation with BTO = 1 ms
As the BTO is increased to 10 ms the end-to-end delay for edge bursting
increases, shown in Figure 5.7, reducing the network goodput seen in the last
section. But the reduction in goodput and the increase in the delay are not
proportional, showing the poor performance of the edge bursting causing TCP to
reduce its rate due to the delay incurred by the burst assembly process at the
ingress edge. Figure 5.8 shows the end-to-end delay with a BTO of 100 ms. The
higher BTO is reflected in higher delay curves, as expected.
Figure 5.9 shows the variation of end-to-end delay with change in burst size.
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Propagation Delay − 100ms
Propagation Delay − 50 ms
Propagation Delay − 10 ms
Propagation Delay − 1 ms
Figure 5.10. Delay over packet size variation with BTO = 10 ms






















Propagation Delay − 100 ms
Propagation Delay − 50 ms
Propagation Delay − 10 ms
Propagation Delay − 1 ms
Figure 5.11. Delay over packet size variation with BTO = 100 ms
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The BTO is kept constant at 1 ms and the variation of the end-to-end delay is
plotted with increasing burst (MTU) size by varying the propagation delay at the
optical core network. It is seen that the burst size significantly affects end-to-end
delay, when the propagation delay is low, and has less impact as the propagation
delay increases. The plot further shows a linear increase in end-to-end delay with
burst size in the range plotted.
Similar relationships can be seen in Figures 5.10 and 5.11, where the BTO is
increased by one order of magnitude to 10 ms and subsequently to 100 ms.
5.4 TCP Performance Analysis
To better understand the performance of TCP over heterogeneous networks a
simulation run was made with two nodes connected directly with a 1 Gb/s wired
link. Figure 5.12 shows the effect on goodput with increasing propagation delay.
The plot shows that TCP provides better performance when the delay in the
network is low, and as the delay increases from 10−4 the curve falls down rapidly
affecting the overall goodput as expected. This helps explain the reasons for the
poor performance of edge bursting scenario when the end-to-end delay is high.
The sequence numbers are plotted for both bursting mechanisms to visualize
the same behaviour seen in the two node TCP model. Figure 5.13 shows the
sequence number over time for edge bursting for the three BTO values. This
confirms that the effect of BTO on end-to-end performance is similar to the effect
of propagation delay. The TCP sequence plot for the end-to-end bursting for the
three BTO values is shown in Figure 5.14. The plot shows that the model can
achieve better goodput even when the delay is high than edge bursting.
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TCP Performance with two nodes 
 
 
Figure 5.12. TCP performance over 1 Gb/s link
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Seqno−BTO − 1 ms
Seqno−BTO − 10 ms
Seqno−BTO − 100 ms
Figure 5.13. Sequence plot for TCP with OBS edge bursting





















Seqno−BTO − 1 ms
Seqno−BTO − 10 ms
Seqno−BTO − 100 ms
Figure 5.14. Sequence plot for TCP with end-to-end bursting
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5.5 Goodput with Wireless Access BER Variation
To obtain the effects of wireless access channel impairments on end-to-end
bursting performance, plots are generated for goodput by varying wireless link
BER as shown in Table 5.6. The network performance for end-to-end bursting is
obtained with different TCP-MTU sizes from 1 KB to 64 KB shown in Figure 5.15.
From the plot it can be understood that the goodput of 64 KB burst is good
Table 5.6. Goodput with access network BER variation
Parameter Configuration
burst mechanism end-to-end bursting
access network mode infrastructure
TCP MTU size 1 to 64 KB
burst timeout 1 ms
application / transport layer FTP over TCP
optical network delay 1 µs to 100 ms
bit error rate 10−8 to 10−1
until the BER is 10−7 above which it falls down rapidly to zero at 10−4. When the
channel conditions are lossy. At BER value of 10−6 both 32 KB and 16 KB provide
an approximately equal goodput, indicating that some efficiency is achievable.
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MTU − 1 KB
MTU − 16 KB
MTU − 32 KB
MTU − 64 KB
Figure 5.15. TCP performance over access network BER variation
5.6 Summary of TCP performance
Several important observations can be made from the results: TCP perfor-
mance depends mainly on the timers that are synchronized for smooth transmis-
sions and any delay like ACK (acknowledgement) getting queued on edge node
with a high burst timeout value may result in poor TCP performance. The burst
size and timeouts should be configured depending on the traffic in the network
otherwise it might impact the entire design of the network and its performance.
The TCP traffic sent from a wireless node gets delayed more than the RTT (round
64
trip time), the cwnd drops down to a minimum value resulting in poor transmis-
sion rates. Bursting at the edge node for heterogeneous scenarios should be done
cautiously, taking into account the traffic at the ingress nodes at all ends of the
network. Bursting end-to-end provides a higher goodput, but issues like fairness




Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter discusses the conclusions obtained from the simulation models in
Section 6.1. Section 6.2 summarizes the contributions of this thesis. Section 6.3
provides possible future directions.
6.1 Conclusions
Th aim of this thesis was to investigate and to comprehend the effects of TCP
over heterogeneous networks with optical burst switched backbone and wireless
access networks. It presents a unified end-to-end communication paradigm that
effectively utilizes the network and frames data packets according to the applica-
tion layer requirement. The main contributions of the thesis include design and
development of heterogeneous realm model with end-to-end burst mechanism, and
to validate their performance using ns-2 simulation results. TCP performance is
improved with this method and is better utilized under different scenarios as dis-
cussed in the previous chapter. The proposed end-to-end solution would enable
higher goodput across the network at low traffic arrival rates and subsequently
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better performance at higher rates.
6.2 Research Contributions
A unified end-to-end communication model is implemented with transport
layer at the end systems determine the end-to-end data transmission character-
istics over wireless and optical realms. The end-to-end bursting model to match
application layer requirements is simulated using, a multi-realm with a unified end-
to-end communication paradigm. TCP performance characteristics are studied
over heterogeneous wireless and optical realms under different bursting schemes.
6.3 Future Work
The thesis will act as a starting point of architecture design for future work of
the Resilinets group at The University of Kansas, which includes developing PoMo
Architecture for the NSF-Find project. It involves development of optical wireless
realm models, incorporating knobs and dials for providing application driven data
framing at the ends with cross-layer optimizations for forward error correction
(FEC), and implementing PoMo transport protocol for inter-realm modeling. The
results provided in this thesis can further be extended to analyze contention at
the relaying nodes, when the packet size is big and, also issues related to 802.11
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